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Settings for Fixed-Cycle Traffic Signals 
ALAN J. MILLER 

Highway and Traffic Engineering School, Birmingham University 

A formula is derived for the average delay to vehicles at junctions controlled by 
fixed-cycle traffic signals. The predicted delays are close to those observed in 
practice. Optimum signal settings are then derived using the delay formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
IN BRITAIN today, the majority oftraffic signals are of the vehicle-actuated kind. 
That is, there are pneumatic pads on each approach which transmit a signal to 
the controller when each new vehicle arrives. The lengths of green and red 
phases vary from cycle to cycle according to demand with this kind of controller. 
There is, however, still a need to know how to set fixed-cycle traffic signals as, 
when there is heavy traffic, or when the detectors are not functioning correctly, 
vehicle-actuated signals operate as fixed-time signals. Outside Britain there is 
far less use of vehicle-actuated signal systems. 

One of the earliest attempts to study delays at fixed-cycle signals was by 
Clayton.' He considered a model in which both arrivals at the signals and 
departures of vehicles were assumed to be at strictly regular intervals. This 
model gives a fairly good prediction of delays when the traffic is light, but because 
it predicts that queues will always be exhausted at the end of a green phase, 
provided that the rate of arrival does not exceed the capacity of the junction, 
delays are seriously underestimated when arrival rates are fairly high. The 
Clayton model gives a fairly good rule for the ratio of lengths of green phases, 
but gives no useful rule for computing the total length of cycle. 

When using a model to investigate any queueing behaviour in practice, the 
first features to equate with the real situation should be the rates of arrival and 
service. With luck, the model may then give predicted delays somewhere near 
those realized in practice. If, as a next step, the spreads or variances of numbers 
of arrivals and departures over equal periods are put equal to those found in 
practice, predictions from the model can then in general be expected to be more 
reliable. 

In Clayton's model, the arrival and departure rates were taken equal to those 
observed in practice. The pattern of service or departure from traffic signals in 
practice is very similar to that assumed in Clayton's model, though the number 
of vehicles which can pass through a junction during the green phase does show 
some variation in practice. The pattern of arrivals is very different, however. The 
numbers or counts of arrivals in, say, consecutive 1-min periods have a zero 
variance in Clayton's model, whereas in practice the variance of counts is usually 
found to be of the same order as the mean count. 
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Winsten2 used a model with a regular pattern of departures (as Clayton), but 
with a binomial distribution of counts of arrivals. The effect of increasing 
variation in numbers of arrivals is generally to increase delays. Winsten's predic- 
tions of delays are consistently higher than Clayton's and are closer to, but 
still a little below, those found in practice. For light traffic, Winsten's binomial 
model gives a variance-to-mean ratio for counts slightly less than 1, decreasing 
to zero as the flow of traffic increases. In urban traffic, in practice, variance-to- 
mean ratios of just over 1 are observed for light traffic, but these usually increase 
with the volume of traffic. 

Webster3 and Newell4 have contributed slightly better delay formulae by 
using models with Poisson arrivals, that is with variance-to-mean ratios 
equal to 1. 

In the present paper, delays will be found for arrival patterns with any 
variance-to-mean ratio. The methods used to derive the delay formula are 
based upon those used by Winsten. As far as possible, the terminology and 
notation are those used by Webster. 

2. THE MODEL 
The essential features of the model which need to be realistic are: 

(a) the distribution of the number of arrivals of vehicles over periods of the 
order of half a minute, and 

(b) the distribution of the number of vehicles which can pass through a 
junction while the signals are green. 

The following specification satisfies these conditions, though it is too general 
for exact expressions for delays to be obtained. The purpose is, however, to 
obtain a practical formula which is a good approximation to reality and it will 
be seen that this is achieved. 

The pattern of arrivals may be that of any stationary point process with a 
finite variance for counts in consecutive equal periods of time, subject only to 
these conditions: 

(1) Counts of arrivals during consecutive red and green phases should be 
independent. 

(2) Arrivals must not be synchronized with the signal phases. Thus arrivals 
from linked signals are excluded. 

The service pattern, that is the pattern of departures from the queue, will be 
assumed to be regular. That is, vehicles leave at regular intervals of time. The 
effect of variations in departure rate will be discussed, though a regular rate will 
be assumed during the mathematical derivation of delay formulae. 

3. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
In practice, vehicles start to slow down some distance away from a red signal. 
When the signal changes to green, vehicles gradually accelerate to a final speed. 
During both the deceleration and acceleration they are being delayed. Let us 
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define the delay as the difference between delayed and undelayed journey times 
over a distance which includes the deceleration and acceleration distances on 
each side of a junction. The delay then is unaltered if, instead of slowing down 
gradually at the back of the queue, each vehicle maintains steady speed until it 
reaches the stop-line where it decelerates instantaneously, and then when the 
signals are green, accelerates instantaneously to its final speed when its turn 
comes. This is the kind of vehicle behaviour which will be assumed so that 
delays can be derived mathematically. To ensure that delays are the same, the 
first vehicle must stay at the stop-line until a little while after the start of the 
actual green phase to allow for its acceleration delay in practice. This intrusion 
upon the green phase is called "lost time". The remainder of the actual green 
phase and the amber phase which follows is known as the "effective green 
phase". The following amber is included, as vehicles arriving just at the end of 
a green phase are unlikely to stop if they are close to the signals at the time they 
change to amber. Also included in the lost time is the length of the red and amber 
phase if this does not coincide with an amber phase, and any "all-red" time. 
Thus at a four-way junction the complete cycle may be considered as constituted 
in Figure 1 below. 

As it appears in practice 

(RIA1, 3) Green1,3 A1,3 (R/A2, 4) Green2, 4 A2, 4 

time Effective green,, 3 time Effective 
green 4time 

As represented in the model 

< - one complete cycle 

(RIA) red and amber phase 
A amber phase 

1, 3 directions 1 and 3 
2, 4 directions 2 and 4 

FIG. 1. Subdivisions of one cycle. 

The following notation, sometimes with additional suffices, will be used: 
d = average delay per vehicle 
c = cycle length 
g = length of effective green phase 
q = arrival rate of vehicles 
s ="saturation flow", i.e. the average departure rate during the effective 

green phase while the queue remains 
L = total lost time per cycle 
I = the ratio of the variance to the mean count of arrivals 

7r= g/(c -L), the proportion of the total effective green time allocated to 
one particular green phase 
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=-number of queueing vehicles at the end of the x-th effective green phase 
qg number of queueing vehicles at the start of an effective green phase 

n(t) number of queueing vehicles t sec after the end of an effective green 
phase 

x = the traffic intensity qclsg 
t,=time of start of an effective green phase 
ti = time immediately after the departure of the ith vehicle during a green 

phase 
k = number of departures necessary before the queue is first exhausted 

during an unlimited green phase. 
Hereafter, the term "green phase" will be used to denote the effective green 
phase unless the contrary is indicated. 

4. DELAYS TO ONE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC DURING 
THE RED PHASE 

The average delay to all vehicles approaching a junction from one direction will 
be found by considering separately those vehicles which arrive at red signals and 
those which arrive at green signals. Here the red phase is to be interpreted as 
including all phases which are not green phases for the direction considered. 

If the number of vehicles waiting at the signals at time t after the start of 
the red phase is n(t), then the delay caused in a small interval of time St is 
n(t). St+ o(8t). The total delay over the period of one red phase is then: 

c-a 

n(t) dt. 
o, 

If there are q_ vehicles in the queue at the start of the red phase, then the 
expected delay during the red phase is: 

Et n(t) dt= f E{n(t)} dt 

c-a 

= { (qx+qt)dt (1) 

= (c-g) [q.+ 1q(c-g)1. 

If E(q_) is the expected number of vehicles left in the queue at the end of a 
green phase, then the expected total delay incurred during a red phase is: 

(c -g) [E(q,) + I q(c -g)] (2) 

5. DELAYS TO ONE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC DURING 
THE GREEN PHASE 

The method to be used in this Section is almost the same as that used by 
Winsten.2 The green phase is first assumed to be of unlimited length, and the 
delay is found up to that time at which the queue is first exhausted. The delay, 
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if any, incurred after the green phase should have ended is then subtracted to 
leave the delay incurred during the period of the limited green phase. 

During the green phase, the first vehicle leaves at time tj, the next at time t2, 
and so on at successive intervals 1/s until the queue is exhausted. Consider the 
delay incurred between times tj and ti+H. Let n(ti) be the queue length imme- 
diately after the ith vehicle has left. Immediately before ti+>, the queue length 
is n(ti+Q) + 1, provided that n(ti) #0. If arrivals are not synchronized with depar- 
tures, then the expected delay incurred during the period from ti to tj+j is: 

[n(ti) + n(ti+1) + 1 ]/2s, (3) 

provided that n(ti) #0 . If the queue is first exhausted at time tk, then the expected 
delay is: 

k-1 

E[n(ti) + n(ti+,) + 1 ]12s. (4) 

If n(tk) = 0 and the queue has not previously been exhausted, then n(tkl) = 1. 
If qg vehicles were in the queue when the signals changed to green, then (k-qg) 
vehicles must have arrived between tj and tk1. Hence: 

E{n()} qg - i+ t-t (k - qg)5 (5) 

for i= 1,2, ...,k-1 and k qg> 1. Strictly speaking (5) is only exact for a 
binomial pattern of arrivals, but it is sufficiently accurate for our purpose. 

From (4) and (5) we derive the expected total green-phase delay conditional 
upon k, qg, and the green phase being of unlimited duration as: 

(kqg + 1k - qg)/s. (6) 

The next step is to derive the expected value of k for given qg. For a binomial 
pattern of arrivals, Winsten shows that: 

E(k) =qg- + 1. (7) 
1- (qls)(7 

This result is not true for more general arrival patterns, but we know from 
renewal theory (e.g. Doob,5 Benes6) that even for dependent arrival patterns 
this result holds asymptotically. Since s must be much greater than q for equili- 
brium to exist, the error in using (7) for general arrival patterns is trivial.t 

The expected total green-phase delay conditional now only upon qg and an 
unlimited phase is then from (7): 

(qg - 1) (qg +q/s) (8 
2(s-q) 

t For an exact expression for E(k), see Buckley and Wheeler's paper,7 or Haight's paper.8 
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Some of this delay will be experienced after the green phase should have 
ended. If qx+1 is the length of queue left at the signals at the end of the real 
green phase, then by subtraction from (8) and by taking expected values we 
find the expected total green-phase delay to be: 

{E(q - q,)-(1 - qs) E(qg - q- 112(s-q). (9) 

Now let us assume that the queue is in statistical equilibrium. A necessary 
condition for this is that qc < sg. That is, the average number of arrivals per 
cycle is less than the number which can pass through while the signals are green. 
In equilibrium, E(qx) = E(qx+1) and E(q2) E(q2+1). Also, since qg is equal 
to qx plus the number of arrivals during the red phase, we have therefore that: 

E(qg) = E(qx)+q(c-g) (10) 
and 

E(q2) = E(q2) + 2q(c-g) E(qx) +q2(c-g)2+q(c-g) I. (11) 

Finally we have then that the expected total green-phase delay in equilibrium 
is approximately: 

(-g) {2E(qx) +q(c - g)+I- I+q/s}. (12) 2(s-q 

By adding (2) to this, we derive the expected total delay per cycle as approximately 

q(c 
- 

) ( q-E(qx)+s(c-g)+I-1+q/s (13) 2(s -q) qqsj 

By dividing this by qc, that is the average number of arriving vehicles per cycle, 
we derive the average delay per vehicle as: 

l -g/c f2s Eq, scg)I1+qs(4 2(s-q) +q/sj. ( 14) 

6. DERIVATION OF E(q_) IN EQUILIBRIUM 

qx is the number of vehicles left in the queue at the end of the x-th green phase. 
As we shall see, it is the most important part of (13) and (14) when we try to 
find the optimum settings of the signals. 

If ax+1 is the number of arrivals during the following red phase and sg is the 
number of possible departures during the (x+ l)th green phase, then: 

x+l= max (qx + a+,1-sg, 0). (15) 
Let us write: 

q = qx + a+1-sg + x+1, (16) 

where 8x+1 is a compensating function introduced to ensure that qx+l is not 
negative. x+1 can be thought of as the number of additional vehicles which 
could have passed through during the green phase if they had been available. 
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Then: 

5x+1 ? if qx~ ax+-ksg 

x~ sg -(qx + axjl otherwiseJ 

We see, then, that if qx+l1= 0 then 3x+1 = 0, and if x+1 # 0 then qx+l = 0. Hence 
the product qx+- 3x1 = 0 always. 

Taking expected values of both sides of (16) and assuming equilibrium to 
exist, we see that: 

E(Sx+) _= E(sg-ax+). (17) 
We now rewrite (16) as: 

qx+l- -8x+l -E(8xjj = qx- {sg - ax+ - E(sg - ax+,)}. (18) 

Squaring both sides and taking expected values we derive: 

E(q +1) + 2E(qx+1) E(3x+1) + var (Sx+?) = E(qx) + var (sg - ax+). (1 9) 

Assuming E(q2+1) = E(ql) and rearranging, we have: 

E(qx) = var (sg - ax+) -var (x+) (20) kq~~J 2. E(sg -axj) 
20 

The second term in the numerator is now the only unknown quantity. As the 
traffic intensity increases, var (x+x?) will tend to zero and so asymptotically: 

E(q) 2. var(sg - axJ) as E(sg - ax) -3 0. (21) 

The second term in the numerator of (20) depends fundamentally upon the 
shape of the distribution of (sg - ax). Fortunately, however: 

var (Sx+1)/E(sg - a1) (22) 

seems to be a very well-behaved quantity which changes only slowly with 
changes of traffic intensity, for a wide range of distributions of (sg -ax+). 

For low traffic intensities, x = qc/sg less than, say, 0 5, the expected number 
of vehicles left in the queue at the end of a green phase is zero for all practical 
purposes. For high traffic intensities, above 0 9, say, (22) is insignificant in 
comparison with the first term in (20). It is then over a range of traffic intensities 
from about 0-5 to 0 9 that we need an approximation for (22). 

Figure 2 below shows the relationship between +19 q.,+1 and the distribu- 
tion of (sg - ax+1), which for clarity is shown as a continuous rather than a 
discrete distribution. 

ax+, and qx+l are measured in opposite directions from a false origin at qx. 
For a given value of qX, the distribution of _+, has the shape of the right-hand 
side of the distribution of (sg - ax) together with a large zero probability. 

We can write (22) as: 

-arS 
) 

E( )E(Sx+,) (23) 
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The second term in (23) is given by (17). For any given value of q., the ratio 
E(82 + I qx)E(8x+lIqx) can be calculated from the distribution of (sg- ax+1). 
Since these conditional ratios change only slowly, only a crude idea of the 
distribution of qx is necessary to calculate to reasonable accuracy the first term 
in (23). By this means, approximate values of (23) have been found for a range 

, ~ ~ _ I \ 
>0 7 

0 

FIG. 2. Hypothetical distribution of difference between number of vehicles which can pass 
through a junction and the number of arrivals. 

of distributions of the number of arrivals per cycle, a.+,. In Table 1, below, the 
values of (23) given under A are for a Poisson distribution of arrivals with 
E(a.+?) = 10. Column B is for the distribution obtained by taking a normal 

TABLE 1 

Traffic intensity Approximate values of expression (23) 

X A B C 

05 10 16 14 
06 14 19 19 
07 19 21 24 
08 21 22 20 
09 23 22 1 8 

variable, adding 3 5, squaring, halving and then rounding off to the nearest 
integer. This artificial distribution has a variance-to-mean ratio equal to 1P935. 
Column C is from an observed frequency distribution of arrivals at a junction 
in Birmingham, which has a variance-to-mean ratio equal to 1 46. The reason 
for the rather different behaviour of (23) for the observed data is that the 
particular set chosen at random showed an extraordinary peak. 
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In view of the relatively minor role of expression (23), it was decided to 
assume: 

vatX-1 
(S) - I (24) 

though clearly more accurate approximations can readily be obtained. 
Substitution in (20) gives: 

)(qx) 2-1) (25) 

where x = qc/sg. 

When x ? a, E(q.) should be taken as zero. 
Substitution in (13) then gives the expected total delay T per cycle as 

approximately: 

q(c- g) sI(2x - _) +s(c-g)+ I-1+q/s} (26) 

By dividing by qc, the average delay per vehicle d is obtained. 

7. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED DELAYS 
During the past 2 years, students of the Highway and Traffic Engineering School 
have studied delays to vehicles at a number of different sites in Birmingham. 
The observed delays were estimated by timing both delayed and undelayed 
vehicles through a junction and subtracting the average journey times. Their 
results have been compared both with (26) above and with Webster's rather 
more involved formula. When arrivals have been nearly random (I 1), both 
formulae predict almost the same delay, and observed delays have been very 
close to this. Webster's derivation by Monte Carlo methods was only for 
random arrivals, and in the cases where I has been appreciably greater than 1, 
the average observed delays have been greater than those predicted by Webster's 
formula but still close to those predicted from (26) above. 

Webster's formula for the average delay per vehicle is: 

C(1 -g/C)2 ? x2_ .6 1cV3 X2+5g/c.(7 w 2(1 -qls)+ 2q(l -x) 0q652 x (27) 

Additionally, Webster has conducted extensive experiments to test his delay 
formula for London traffic. Since numerically the two formulae are very nearly 
the same, this gives added confirmation of the reliability of (26). 

8. VARIATIONS IN DEPARTURE RATE 
Observations of Birmingham traffic during rush-hour periods have shown that 
there is remarkably little variation in departure flow from one cycle to another. 
Any such variation has its greatest effect upon E(qx). We see from (21) that 
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E(q_) is approximately proportional to var(sg)+var(a_+1), that is, to the sum 
of the variances of numbers of arrivals and possible departures per cycle. The 
Birmingham observations have shown that var(-sg) is rarely larger than about 
15-20 per cent of var (a_+,). The effect of this upon delays will not be appreciable 
until the traffic intensity is of the order of 0 9. 

9. OPTIMUM SETTINGS 
Since the total delay per cycle is closely related to the cycle time, which is one 
of the settings to be decided, we shall instead use the total rate of delay and find 
settings to minimize this. 

Let us consider a simple four-way junction. There will be two settings which 
we shall want to optimize. The first is the cycle time c, and the second is the 
allocation of this time between opposing directions of traffic. Let the directions 
be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 in rotation. Let us write: 

C- = 1+ g2+ LX (28) 

where L is the total time lost per cycle during changes of phase, and g1 = g3, 

92 = g4. The g's are the effective green times for the different directions. Also let: 

gi = -ri(c-L). (29) 

To derive optimum settings, we shall first vary c, keeping the allocation to each 
direction -ri fixed, then we shall vary the proportions Fri with c fixed. Now the 
effect of increasing the cycle time is to reduce the number of vehicles left in the 
queue at the end of the green phase (i.e. q_), but to keep vehicles waiting longer 
if they have arrived during a red phase. To obtain simple formulae for setting 
the signals, we shall just extract from the rate of delay expression the two 
important terms which represent these two opposing effects. Neglecting then 
the unimportant terms, we shall attempt to minimize: 

R = E +s 
i ( 

Si( - )+scgi). (30) 

This is obtained from T by dividing by c/2 and taking only the first two terms 
inside the bracket of (26). 

Putting: 
2xi- I Xi qi c = _1 + - 1+ 

1 Xi 1 Xi si gi -qi C 

we can write (30) as: 

R= Si 5 g i(l-gic)+ Si( (c-gi) (31) 

Differentiating with respect to c, we have: 

OR 4. (siIi -rriL s Ii qi si 
aC i-1(C2(S;-) (sig -qic)2 +s q. i[( -lri)2_ L2/C2] ( 
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The first term is small in comparison with the others, and in fact would have 
been almost cancelled if the remaining terms of (26) had been included in R. 
We shall see that in the neighbourhood of the optimum settings, L/c is small 
and so part of the last term above will be neglected to give: 

_FC qsi ((sigi- a. c)2+ s(-;)2} 
(33) 

To obtain the optimum cycle time, this derivative must be set equal to zero. 
Similarly by differentiating with respect to one of the proportions -rj and again 

neglecting the first term we derive: 

OR 
4L)(-~ jqI(ti qC 2c c(- i)} (c -L qjsi.(sic (-~ (34) 

Before proceeding further let us look at the rate of delay. Figure 3, below, 
gives an impression (not to scale) of what the rates of delay on four different 
approaches look like when plotted against cycle time. In every case, the delay 

(0 
High flows 

0 

Low flows 

Length of cycle 

FIG. 3. Rate of delay against length of cycle for various traffic flows 
(not to scale). 

increases rapidly for cycle lengths less than optimum, but only slowly if the 
cycle length is too long. To err on the safe side, optimum settings will be found 
for the direction of traffic with the highest traffic intensity. Suppose this is 
direction i. From (33), our cycle-time setting is then given by solving: 

hiriL ((1-7ri)2 (35) 
(S, g - 

q, C)2 S, 
- 

q, 35 

Substituting for gi from (29), we derive (36) below for our cycle-time setting in 
terms of the still-undetermined proportion si. 

C= 
-S 7r(l 

_ 
1.) (36)t 

t See footnote p. 384 
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To find -ri, we must go back to (34). Now in choosing c, we equated the two 
terms in (33) for one direction. The choice of c almost makes other pairs of 
terms for the other directions approximately equal. We now notice that the 
terms in (34) are similar to those in (33). By comparison with (33), we see that 
for each direction the first term inside the bracket in (34) is of the order of: 

C C( I _7T,)2 (37) 
7TiL 2(c-g*) ' 

larger than the second. Inserting practical values, we see that the first term is 
several times as large as the second. Considering only the first terms of (34) and 
taking the directions i and j from each pair which have the highest traffic 
intensities, we derive our ratio settings by solving: 

qj si hI _ qj sj j(3 
(S, g - q,, )2 (Sj gj- qj C)2 (8) 

Putting wrr = 1- -a and rearranging we obtain: 

V(yi I*) + LC V(Y [V(Y L Ij) - V(Y 'i)0 

-V(Ys Is) + 4(yj Is) (39) 
where: 

= qil/si 

Unfortunately this formula for wi involves c, but the dependence upon c is 
only very weak and for practical purposes the c/(c-L) in the numerator of (39) 
could be replaced by a constant, say 1 2. 

For very light traffic, i.e. y +yj < 1, the second term in the numerator of (39) 
is very small compared with the first. This means that for very light traffic the 
total available effective green time per cycle, c-L, should be divided between 
the two phases in the proportions V(y I*) : 1(Yj I). 

To see what happens as y, + yj -> 1, let us write: 

yj1 -yj-E 

Substituting in (39) then gives: 

Xi = YiC-L) + (- [40c-L 

t For three or more phase signals, the optimum settings are found by equating as many 
terms as there are phases, of the same kind as those in (38). For each phase, the "repre- 
sentative" direction of traffic should be that with the higher y-value. Using the direction 
with the highest value of y in (36) or (41) then gives the cycle time. 
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As E ->0, the cycle time should -? oo, and hence: 

wi yi as Y +Yj-- 1. 

Webster's recommendation is that the w's should be proportional to the y's, 
and this is in very good agreement with (39) for heavy traffic. 

For practical purposes the setting formulae (36) and (39) can be simplified 
slightly. For values of r between 0 2 and 0-8, 1[w(l - w)] only varies between 
0 4 and 0 5. (1 -qi/si) in general will be slightly greater than (1 - F), and so 
(36) can be approximated to: 

C= 1-VJi ls ' (41) 
where: 

i = V(Y Ii) + I-2 V(yyj) [/(y 1)- /(yj Ii)] (42) 
V/(yi I) + V/(y1 19) 

These formulae are based upon approximations. Of the approximations 
which have been made, that involved in expression (24) is the most serious. For 
traffic intensities x greater than about 0 6, this assumption is of very little 
importance, so we must check that the setting formulae recommended above 
give traffic intensities greater than 0 6, for the direction of traffic for which yi 
is greatest. 

On approach i, the average number of arrivals per cycle is q1 c. The maximum 
number of vehicles which could pass through the junction in one cycle from this 
approach is sj iw(c-L). The traffic intensity xi = 1 when: 

qic = si-g1(c-L). (43) 
That is, when: 

c = L/(1 -yfr1i). (44) 

That is, if the second term in the numerator of (41) were to be omitted, the 
cycle time would give a traffic intensity equal to 1. From (41), using the 
above recommended settings, the traffic intensity on approach i is: 

1 +2 V~h/Lsi) 
X 1 + 2(-i/yi) V1(Ih/Ls 

(4 

By rearranging this we find that xi > 0-6 provided that: 

1 + 0 2 1(Lsi/I) (46) 

In most cases of practical interest, this condition is comfortably satisfied. 
Figure 4 shows the rate of delay as calculated from (26) plotted against cycle 

time for the illustrated four-way junction. At the calculated settings, the traffic 
intensity is 0-89. 7Tmax is the higher of the two proportions 7T. 
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Optimum settings from formula (41) 
7Tmax 0O747, c= 122 sec. 
IN= 15 (bunched) 

50 1W = IS=IE= I (random) 
Lost time L = 12 sec. 
Saturation flows all 1800 veh./hr. 

40 40 

!E 30 
7Tax= 0-77 

qN 1080 veh/hr. 7 
920 II 

0 

W 
I qw=180veh/hr. q%=360veh./hr. I 

- 10 
c= 122 sec. 

q5=720veh./hr. | Setting given by formula 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 

Cycle time, sec. 

FIG. 4. Delays resulting from various signal settings. 
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